The Nazis All Moved West
By Anna Von Reitz

IG Farben was one of the biggest chemical and drug producers in the world. It was a major German Defense Contractor. It was the manufacturer of the Zyklon-B gas used to kill people in the concentration camps.

After the end of the Second World War:

IG Farben is liquidated by George Soros, rebranded as Moderna.
Jeffrey Epstein the largest single shareholder in Moderna
Anthony Fauci was the first President of Moderna.
Fauci was Bill Gates's roommate at Cornell.
Bill Gates designed RFID at Cornell.
Patent US 2006257852.
They are all Nazis.
Wake up!
Now!
!!!

Often my readers get overwhelmed with too many words.
This one is short and sweet.
Take in the information.
Think, think, think.
All Nazis
Here.

Gates stole his ideas and patented ancient technologies
Discovered in Africa, the Middle East, and Serbia
Serbia is the connection to Tesla, too.
Soros the Money Man.
Gates the Patent Man.
Epstein the Pusher.
GHWB the Killer.
Fauci the Face.
Pigeons all.
For Wettin.
House of.
1807.

Oppenheimer - I am become death - Death Cult Member
Warburgs and Grand Duchy of Luxembourg /Vaduz
Dutch East India Company "lost at sea"
Bottomry Bond Fraud of 1702 is key.
Benvenistes of Aragon/Castille
Royal Baillies & Templar Nasi:
House of David Princes
Mendes of Antwerp
Flanders Empire
Paris Central
French Third
Party/4711
Cologne
1902
Vichy French
Swiss Connection Davos
UN CORP 1943 French Incorporation
The United Nations Organization Charter 1945
The Hidden Flanders/Swiss/Vichy Empire in 1946

The British Raj in India "Om Rajasthani Sutra" of Kashmir
Lost Holy Family of the North Gate Kashmir
The Tomb of Our Mother, Mary.
The Mirror of Destiny
Lost Israel / Disraeli
Empress of India
Many waters
Cannot
Quench
Love.

To know the life of a crystal is to know the life of all.
Order out of chaos: the energetic templates.
Magick, pure and impure, before the Romans.
Council of the Lords of the Isles.
The Lords of Camellotte
The Lords of Dwarka
The Orions come
Three castes
One ruler
Two sides
One coin

We have settled our bones in the Earth and become the grass.
We have loved each other too dearly.
We have learned to laugh.
Death no longer scares us.
Numbers and words no longer deceive us.